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INTRODUCTION

Anne Arundel, Baltimore, Montgomery and Prince Georges

Counties are near the cities of Baltimore and Washington,

D.C. and contain more than half of the population of Mary-

land state. With a population of more than two million

anticipated by 1970, it is estimated that there will be

close to 3,850,000 residents by the turn of the century.

Each county has a public library system that has ex.

perienced phenomenal growth in the last ten years. From

its inception as a county system, each has established

centralized processing for its branches. One striking

aspect of these libraries has been their progressive ap-

proach to new ideas and their willingness to experiment

productively.

Faced with the prospects of a population predicted

to double in the next twenty years, these libraries are

now seeking ways to plan for better library service not

only for their present library patrons but for those of

the future. With the encouragement and financial assist-

ance of the Division of Library Extension of the Maryland

State Department of Education, they have requested a study

to determine what aspects of their acquisitions, catalog-

ing and processing operations, if any, might be carried on



cooperatively in such a way as to lower costs and improve

services.

TECHNICAL SERVICES

Library acquisitions, cataloging and classification,

and processing operations are usually known collectively

as the technical services. As contrasted with the public

services performed by libraries, the technical services

are made up of those activities carried on without direct

contact of the library staff with the public.

The technical services are made up of a number of

operations, many of which are repetitively performed.

This makes them much more susceptible to the application

of techniques for improved service at lower unit costs

than reference work or assistance to readers which must

be individually tailored to the needs of the library

patron.

It is evident--and has long been a commonplace ob-

servation among librarians--that it is wasteful to cats-

log and process the same title individually in each of a

group of libraries when it might be handled once at some

central point for all of them.

This observation might equally be applied to many or

the other operations of the technical services. Indeed,



it was its application to their own internal services

which has led the four county systems to consider whether

it should not be applied on an even larger scale among

them.

COOPERATION IN THE TECHNICAL SERVICES

The county libraries have cooperated both formally

ant.Z informally for some time in other areas. It was quite

natural that they should discuss further cooperation in

the technical services, and that their discussion should

take an extremely practical form: a series of questions

directly related to the needs of the public they served.

These questions formed the basis of this study. They

are so practical and direct that they form a useful and

appropriate starting place for this report, which must

also consider more yeneral questions as a background be-

fore returning to these specific points. Somewhat para .

phrased, they ran as follows:

1) Is it feasible to consolidate the order-
ing, purchasing, cataloging, and processing of
books for the four metropolitan libraries?

2) Would it produce savings in book costs,
personnel, equipment, or other costs?

3) Would it provide for services of es high
or higher qualit) than at present?

4) Would it produce a book catalog or catalogs
of equally high quality as the present ones at a
more economical cost?



5) Would consolidation slow down delivery of
books and production of book catalogs?

6) Would a separate organization be required
to carry out these tasks if consolidation is
desirable?

7) What agreements would need to be made in
regard to such factors as cataloging information,
standardization of order procedures, and methods
of proceseing? What is the consensus of experts
in regard to suitable standards?

8) If a consolidated operation is desirable,
how should it be financed, both initially and
over the long term?

9) Is it possible to estimate approximate
establishment cost figures?

10) What advantages and disadvantages would
consolidation have?

11) Would a consolidated organization be Its
own jobber, ordering direct from publishers rather
than through a wholesaler?

12) Should a consolidated organization be used
as a center for the purchase of supplies and equip-
ment other than books and informational materials
for the participating libraries?

13) Assuming, again, that consolidation is
advisable, what equipment would the center require,
or require access to--particularly as this might
involve electronic data processing equipment?

14) What should be the organizational and ad-
ministrative pattern for centralization of tech-
nical services among the libraries?

- iv.



Chapter I

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The growth and potential growth of the four coun-

ties and their library systems indicate that a coopers-

tive technical services operation for the Anne Arundel,

Baltimore, Montgomery and Prince Georges Counties is both

feasible and desirable in the interests of proviling

better services at substantial unit savings. It would

produce savings in ordering costs, personnel, squipment

and supplies as well as releasing 0-oace in the member

libraries for other library activities.

2. The four library systems have been pioneers in

producing catalogs of their holdings in book form. The

center should be responsible for continuing to produce

book catalogs using the brief bibliographical information

which now seems adequate for both the librarians and pa-

trons. It should be noted that this does not preclude

the recording of fuller bibliographical information in

machine-readable form for later use. Indeed, we feel

that the center will inevitably tend to provide fuller

and better analysis of library materials in the future.

3. Agreement should be made as soon as possible



upon a single uniform set of rules for cataloging and

classification and procedures for the acquisitions and

preparation of library materials by the participating

libraries with no deviations or exceptions being made

either by the center or by the libraries. It is further

recommended that cooperative measures in book selection

be explored so as to eliminate much of the duplication

that now occurs.

4. The new processing center should be completely

independent of any of the participatinr libraries and

should be housed in quarters independent of but centrallly

located to all four library systems.

S. The center should be assisted in its establish,.

ment by the Division of Library Education of the Maryland

State Department of Education for an initial period of

two years. To avoid complicated and possibly costly

accounting procedures, the simplest and most equitable

method of allocating support requirements should be found

to sustain the center after the initial period.

6. The libraries should begin to implement plans for

joint services as quickly as possible without waiting for

the conclusion of work in progress elsewhere. A detailed

implementation study should begin at once.



Chapter II

DESIRABILITY OF CENTRALIZATION

BACKGROUND

Centralization of the technical services for groups

of libraries is certainly not unusual. If we consider in

the definition of centralized technical processing the

services of this kind provided within administratively

centralized library systems, the large city public li-

braries have provided such services for their branches

at least since the turn of the century.

From their inception as county libraries, the Anne

Arundel, Baltimore, Montgomery, and Prince Georges county

systems have similarly centralized these services for the

libraries within each system.

Administratively centralized library systems have

over the years increased rather than decreased their de-

gree of centralization of the technical services. No

study or survey appears to have recommended decentral-

ization of technical service activities, many have recom-

mended the discontinuance of existing separately run

cataloging or processing work advising its amalgamation

with the centralized service.



Centralized provision of cataloging information has

been the goal of American librarianship since Charles

Coffin Jewett advocated it in 1854. Since the Library

of Congress began issuing printed catalog cards more than

65 years ago, provision of services from outside indi-

vidual libraries or library systems has also increased.

Other services providing printed cards have grown sub-

stantially in coverage and in number, particularly in

the last five or six years. There has bean a marked in.

crease in the amount and speed of published cataloging

information such as is provided xn Publisher's Weekly

and the American Book Publishing Record. The provision

of Dewey numbers on Library of Congress cards beginning

in 1930 and the indication of segmentation of these num-

bers (a convenience for smaller libraries) beginning in

1967 are other examples.

Outside Provision of Other Technical Services

Outside provision of other technical services has

also grown in the past few years. Several specialized

firms and a number of publishers or wholesalers now offer

kits of various kinds to be used for local processing--

including preprinted spine labels, book cards, book

pockets, etc. Various contract arrangements for full
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processing, including the production of catalogs in book

form, have come into being and grown rapidly.

hgkellmAtissillasal
Technological advances are having a major impact on

libraries today, primarily in the technical services. This

impact will be far more widely and deeply felt over the

next decade.

Using the computer and data processing equipient,

libraries have proven that they can use these technologi-

cal advances in technical services to create a totat inte-

grated system at lower unit costs. By using the original

order card in machine readable form for each of the tech-

nical services operations--ordering, receiving, producing

labels fc the book pocket and spine, billing, creating

accession lists--the required manual duplication of the

same bibliographical information for the different oper-

ations has been eliminated.

Size Limitations

It would appear that within a group of libraries

there must be some upper limit to the size of an economic

centralized processing unit set by transportation costs,

bookkeeping costs, or some similar factor or group of

factors for particular situations.
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In a study made in the 1950's of the three New York

City library rystems, Ralph R. Shaw indicated that he felt

that this upper limit had been reached by these systems,

and that centralization of technical services activities

among them would result neither in increased economy nor

in improvement of services.

Among other factors, the study noted that the purchas-

ing power of each individual unit was already so large that

no further discount on prices of library materials could

be anticipated as a result of amalgamation. Consolidation

of technical services among the libraries would also result

in increased transportation and bookkeeping costs, and

probably delays in processing.

In 1966, however, a study of the same three library

systems urged the establishment of a joint technical ser-

vices facility. This study recommendation, made by Nelson

Associates, is in the process of implementation, Jespite

the fact that conversion to a unified system in the case

of such large and long-established agencies with so many

titles is difficult and expensive.

The two studies are not really contradictory. The

Shaw survey rested upon sound data now made obsolete by

changes in technology. It is these changes which make

still greater centralization of the technical services

-6



for New York City feasible and economic.

annulyania Study

While there have been a number of studies of the

desirability of founding centralized services in par-

ticular areas, most of which have recommended establish-

ment, there is at least one major study which did not

recommend centralized technical services for a group of

libraries.

This important survey, carried out by Dr. Sarah K.

Vann, examined the possibility of centralized processing

for a number of libraries in eastern Pennsylvania. The

study concluded that the difficulty in securing agreement

on a unified standardized procedure for cataloging and

processing was too great to be solved, owing to the exist-

once of so many long-established catalogs following so

many different policies and procedures. This was perhaps

the single most important reason why centralization was

not recommended. The study listed in addition many other

problems: transportation, administration, organization,

and equitable finance. These contributed to the final

recommendation.

It is of interest to note that all of the difficulties

mentioned in this report, with the possible exception of

transportation, would not appiy in administratively



centralized systems. Even in the negative recommendation,

the report concluded that centralized processing is desir-

able, but that it was not possible to achieve the condi-

tions prerequisite for its success in the Pennsylvania

situation.

THE FOUR MARYLAND COUNTIES

It is somewhat startling to note that it is primarily

general consideration and not the detailed exposition of

existing methods and procedures which is required to

justify the conclusions of this report. These general

considerations and background are far more important than

local conditions in determining the advisability of cen-

tralized technical services for the four Maryland counties.

Close examination has indicated that special circumstances

provide an unusually flexible situation within the four

county systems. These circumstances ore in large part

due to the relative newness of the operation of these

county libraries on a large scale; the absence of any

massive backlog of cataloged titles such as would be the

case if any of the systems had a large, long-established

central library agency; the simplified and efficient

management of technical services operations in most of

the county libraries; and by no means least important,
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the flexible attitude and emphasis on public service

which mark all of the existing systems.

Obstacles to the Establishment of

Technical Services tenters

No set of conditions are ever ideal, but the exist-

ing conditions for the successful operation of an economic

and useful service are exceptionall)le favorable in this

instance. The main factors which have deterred the es-

tablishment of such centers elsewhere, or which have led

to major problems in their operation do not appear to

exist in Maryland.

The most relevant deterrent factors might well be

listed again: high catalog maintenance costs in each in-

dividual agency outlet; undue complexity in cataloging

and preparation procedures; very large individual col-

lections in terms of titles held, organized by procedures

difficult to reconcile with efficient centralized opera-

tion; transportation and communication preblems; lack of

experience with large-scale processing and cataloging

operations; rigid order procedures; unrealistic book

preparation requirements; and undue rigidity of person-

nel and of administrative policies and procedures.

Cataloging and Preparation Procedures. The two

principal difficulties to be overcome would seem to be

...9-



the commitment of Prince Georges County to a particular

cataloging system, and the relatively less important

problem of reconciling book examination and order routines.

Both seem susceptible of solution.

It has been suggested that the center on establish-

ment may use the facilities which have been planned for

the use of the Prince Georges County System for catalog

production, either on a short-term basis until some other

arrangement can be made, or if it seems satisfactory, on

a long-term basis.

One possible barrier to full agreement is the commit-

ment of the Prince Georges Library to very full biblio-

graphic information in the catalog. At the present time,

so as to permit the earliest development of the center,

it would not seem suitable to combine the catalogs of all

the libraries. One reason for this is the amount of biblio-

graphic information wanted in the Prince Georges County

catalog. Another is that the Montgomery County system

wants location symbols and Cutter numbers. It would not

seem practicable to produce a consolidated catalog which

has either of these features.

Trans crtation. Transportation, which has proved a

serious difficulty in other attempts to establish central-

ized processing, would appear to cause no new problems here

-10-



at all. The four libruries already provide for the trans-

portation of books processed centrally at the county level

to all the libraries within each county and have alraady

established transportation facilities providing daily

service among the county libraries. The bulk of material

to be transported if a centralized agency were to be es-

tablished would not significantly change the present and

presently anticipated transportation situation.

Centralized Standards. Past experience within each

county library makes it clear that if centralized stand-

ards for cataloging and processing were adopted, indi-

vidual agencies would follow rather than change or add to

them after materials were received.

Catalog Production. It would seem that existing

arrangements for catalog production or processing would

pose some problems (from a management point of view) in

the event of consolidation. Depending upon th exact

method of computer catalog production decided upon aftef

consolidation, the libraries would have to break off their

existing catalogs at suitable points. When a library is

currently contracting with an outside agency to produce

its catalog, this break must occur at the end of a con.

tractual period.



Advantages in the Establishment of

Technical Services Centers

One of the advantages frequently cited for consoli-

dation of technical services of different libraries has

been that of obtaining greater discount rates for the

purchase of books and materials. The situation of the

four Maryland libraries, like that of each of the three

libraries serving New York City, is such that each of the

libraries probably receives the maximum available discount

on such purchases already, so that the pooling of their

resources for purchasing would not result in substanti-

ally lower prices for books. It should be noted, however,

that this conclusion does not apply to the question of

the possible economic advantages in ordering to be secured

by the libraries through the use of more efficient but

more expensive equipment on a shared basis.

Visits were made to the libraries and to the techni-

cal processing centers which each now maintains. Generally

speaking, the existing technical processes operations are

quite well managed. It is fair, therefore, to estimate

that savings produced from centralization would not pri-

marily result from basic management improvement, but would

be due to: economies inherent in an increase in repetitive

operations; to the fact that larger scale operations would

-12-



permit economic employment of equipment not possible to

the individual libraries; and to a more favorable clerical-

professional staff ratio than is now possible.

The current costs of the technical services operations

of the four library systems are listed in the Appendix.

All these costs seem reasonable in relation to the materi-

a? cataloged and processed by each system. In the face

of the projected population increase in the next twenty

years and concomitant increase in library service demands,

these costs would become larger and larger and take a great-

er percentage of each library's budget, and the technical

services operations would require much more space.

But even based on the current level of operations,

it is apparent economies would be achieved through a

centralized operation. For example, there are 174 pro-

fessional staff members in the four libraries devoting

their time to technical services. It is obvious that

there is much duplication of effort in the cataloging of

the same materials and reproducing the same records.

There are possibilities in achieving some savings in the

purchase or rental of more sophisticated equipment, sup-

plies and personnel at the current level, at one process.

ing center, but the stabilization of costs to meet the

future growth of the four systems is far more significant.



It should be underscored that, regardless of the

economies to be achieved through the center, its exist.

once does not necessarily mean a reduction even for a

single year of the appropriations required to maintain

the existing county libraries. This is due to the rise

in population which places everi.increasing pressures on

library services, as well as to the growing awareness of

the need for a continual upgrading in the quality of

library services provided. This is true nationally and

even more in the Maryland area with its high percentage

of educated population engaged in highly skilled pro.

fessional, governmental and research occupations or in

clerical positions requiring a high degree of verbal and

written skills.



chap ter III

FORM OF CATALOG

BOOK CATALOGS

Library catalogs in book form, dropped at the end

of the nineteenth century because of the maintenance

cost, have again become economic with the advent of new

technology. The old advantages of multiple copies of

the book catalog, its portability, and ease of use are

being appreciated anew.

While xerography, facsimile transmission, teletype,

and other technical devices have had an important in-

fluence on libraries and are likely to have even more,

the most influential of all of the technological inno-

vations since World War II, in libraries as elsewhere,

is the computer. Its use--and the use in general of

data processing equipment-- allows for a flexibility in

cumulation of catalogs and re-use of the same informs-

tion from a single original machine-readable copy which

is not possible with other methods*

The sequential card camera, for example, permits a

far better catalog appearance than is as yet generally

-1 5-



available as computer output but requires far more input

effort for catalog production. The same information is

not generally useable for ordering, accession lists, or

special purpose bibliographies. It may be confidently

predicted that economic production of catalogs of high

graphic quality from computer output in the very near

future is inevitable.

It also seems inevitable that computer-based book

catalog production will supersede both the card catalog

and the book catalog produced by shingling cards or using

the sequential card camera. This is especially true where

rultiple copies of the catalog are desirable, or where

there is considerable duplication of collections between

library service points which can share the costs of joint

catalog production using the same information for multiple

purposes, or both. This conclusion is reinforced by a

joint survey of library plans for and current use of data

processing equipment on a national scale recently carried

out by the Special Libraries Association and the American

Library Association financed by the Library Technology

Program; by a recent study of book catalog costs, using

computers, made at the University of California; by the

recent decision of the New York Public Library Reference

Department to shift to a computer-based book catalog; and

-16-



by a number of similar studies and projects.

PROJECT MARC

The Library of Congress recently has begun issuing

catalog copy in machine-readable form on magnetic tape.

This program, known as Project MqRC (Machine Readable

Cataloging), is in its early experimental stages, and will

undoubtedly require a considerable period of development

before the many problems involved in any such undertaking

on a nation-wide scale can be solved. Again, howlver, it

is probably fair to risk a prediction that some such pro-

gram is inevitable, and that the problems will be solved

in the near future.

PROBLEMS IN COMPUTER-BASED CATALOG PRODUCrION

The major difficulties encountered by libraries in

the use of computers so far have not been due to the nature

of the computer hut rather to three other factors:

1) The lack of suitable input-output devices;

2) The lack of suitable programs and program-
ing methods and languages;

3) The unsuitability of the form of some cata-
loging information, under present standards, for
easy and economic machine manipulability.

-17-



The first two of these problems appear well on the

way to solution, and work is proceeding on the third.

A3 is true of most human activities, it does not appear

justifiable to await the elimination of all problems be-

fore acting.

PRESENT BOOK CATALOGS

All of the four libraries are now engaged in the pro-

duction of book rather than card catalogs. It appears

evident from discussion with technical services personnel,

public service staff, and members of the public that the

book catalogs (while presenting problems of their own)

seem more satisfactory to all concerned than card cata-

logs. All of the existing book catalogs may be character-

ized as short-title catalogs.that is, they contain less

bibliographic information about each individual title than

appears on present Library of Congress catalog cards. With

only one exception to which we will return later, all of

those queried felt the short-title catalog more suited to

public library needs and more readily used by the public

than catalogs containing fuller bibliographical information.

This is true completely aside from the economic advantages

which the short-title form offers.

It is unlikely that any of the participating libraries

-18-



would be willing to give up book catalogs. In addition,

book catalogs produced on data processing equipment would

appear to offer the most economic and efficient method of

providing bibliographic access to the libraries' materials

for the public. This is particularly true for the Maryland

libraries. The difference in favor of data processing

equipment over other production means is likely to be even

more marked in the future. It is recommended that the

book catalogs produced should be in short-title form, at

least for the immediate future. This is not only due to

the economy of printing the short-title form, but to the

difficulty of manipulation by machine of very extensive

amounts of bibliographic information without making a

programing effort too large to be attempted for the ini-

tial operation.

It should be noted that this does not preclude the

recording of fuller bibliographic information in machine

readable form for later use. Indeed, the center will in-

evitably tend to provide fuller and better analysis of

library materials in the future than any of the libraries

now have or plan. Whether this will be in the form of

fuller descriptive cataloging or, as seems more likely,

in the form of provision of fuller subject analysis and

analytics, will depend on developments at the center and

-19-



elsewherewithin Project MARC, for example.

The initial stages of the establishment of book cat-

alog procedures have invariably been difficult, expensive,

and time consuming. The four county libraries are no ex-

ceptions in this respect. It might well be anticipated

that the change to unified'and standard procedures and a

new catalog structure would require another readjustment

of the libraries similar to that which each went through

on the establishment of its own book catalog.

A return to the card catalog would not solve this

problem nor would this appear desirable for any other

reason. If technical services are consolidated, the

libraries will certainly wish to retain book catalogs.

PRESENT PRODUCTION OF BOOK CATALOGS

The existing book catalogs are produced by several

different methods. One is run using county tab card equip-

ment and offset printed at a one-to-ons reproduction ratio,

with a planned shift to computer production. Another is

currently produced by a contracting commercial agency on

its computer facilities, using an upper and lower case

chain. The third method used also involves outside pro-

duction by a commercial agency, in this case using a se-

quential card camera and offset printing.

-20-



One of the libraries now has under development a quite

elaborate computer-based catalog production system so

planned as to take advantage of the availability of county

equipment.

The Montgomery County Public Library has the longest

established book catalog and the second largest number of

titles in machine readable form. It has an arrangement

for catalog production using the data processing facilities

of the county. This enables the county to make quite co-

nomic use of its equipment. It does appear likely, how-

ever, that other arrangements could be made, simle the

workload on county data processing facilities is probably

increasing more than quickly enough to permit the fullest

possible use of that equipment even if the library catalogs

were nc longer processed on it. It should be recognized,

however, that this would require additional provision in

the library budget for Montgomery County to provide for

those costs previously allocated elsewhere in the county

budget.

The acquisition of a computer by the Prince Georges

County government has figured in the planning of a com-

puter-based cataloging system for that library. Plans are

considerably advanced, and a definite commitment has been

made to the county government for the use of facilities.

-21.



So long as the commitment to use these facilities for a

reasonable time can be honored after consolidation, there

appears to be no reason why this arrangement should pre-

vent Prince Georges County from participating in a larger

consolidated technical processing system. It is typical

that when any organization newly acquires a computer,

there is considerable time available on it. This avail-

able time bulks large in minds of those responsible for

ordering the computer, as they would like to see its pur-

chase quickly justified. Use is slow at first because

needed software does not exist. Within a comparatively

short time, however, the computer is usually fully em-

ployed, with a waiting line for any time which may be

available. Thus, it may be assumed that the Prince

Georges County computer can be employed in the initial

stages of consolidation and its use later either continued

or discontinued depending upon which arrangement seems

best for the county and the libraries.

One of the largest bodies of catalog information in

machine readable form is the record of the Baltimore and

Montgomery County Library holdings, totalling well over

100,000 titles. The subject heading lists have been quite

carefully developed and are available in machine-sequence-

able form.
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It is recommended that this existing machine-

readable copy seriously be considered as a preliminary

basis for the center's book cataloging information de-

spite the facts that the Montgomery County material has

no provision for lower case letters and that it does not

offer as full cataloging information as might be desir-

able later on. Fuller information can be provided for

current titles as they are added, and for older titles

when they are reordered by any of the member libraries.

It would be possible, by using an algorithm which is

already developed, to produce suitable bibliographic

capitalization in upper and lower case.although not

library capitalization styling--from the existing all

upper-case Montgomery County input records. This al-

ternative might well be considered by the center. There

would be no particular incongruity or disadvantage in

having some entries in the catalogs be fuller than others

because particular titles were cataloged at different

times or places. Indeed, this is a situation which is

often found in card catalogs compiled over a long period

of years.
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UNIFORM STANDARDS

CATALOG STANDARDIZATION-
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Study after study, both of public and of college

and university libraries, has urged greater standard.

ization of cataloging and classification and greater

acceptance of the standard cataloging provided by the

Library of Congress and other agencies. This has been

true even where conversion of existing collections

from the previous systems used has been extremely ex-

pensive, or where dual systems of cataloging, with

resultant inconvenience to the public, would have to

be maintained in lieu of converting older large col-

lections to the current standard.

Many libraries which recognized the desirability

of conforming to national standards decades ago but did

not do so because of the expense of conversion at that

time are now carrying through the conversion of far

larger collections at far greater expense and incon-

venience than would have been necessary if they had

changed earlier.



One of the most significant difficulties in the

establishment of a processing center for a group of

independent libraries has been getting them to agree

upon a single standard policy for all aspects of the

technical services. In many instances, the individual

libraries required specialized cataloging or processing

different from that of their neighbors, thus losing the

economic advantage of processing large amounts of ma-

terial by uniform procedures.

Alteration of or Addition to
Work Done by the Center

In other cases, member libraries have lost the

major advantages to be expected from the centralized

services by altering or adding to the cataloging or

processing which the books received in the central

agency. This usually appears to have been done to

make the cataloging fit with that previously done in

the member library before participation in the central.

ized agency, or because an individual librarian felt

there would be advantages to a particular library in

making changes. Such procedures nullify the advantages

to be expected from the establishment of a centralized

agency.
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In most cases where these practices have actually

been observed, they have not increased the quality of

cataloging or service. They generally perpetuate prac-

tices and procedures which at best were not particu-

larly superior to those of the centralized service but

merely different. At worst, they have perpetuated far

lower standards of quality and efficiency than would

have been the case if the centralized services had been

adopted without alteration. It is probably fair to say

that this has been the greatest single problem for

centralized cataloging services.

It is, of course, a problem faced by the commercial

services in a somewhat different way. They generally

offer a standardized processing and cataloging routine

at one price but will undertake to provide deviations

at an additional charge. The additional charge usually

has to be a fairly steep one, since it involves depar-

tures from standard practice for a relatively small

number of units. An examination of the records of one

of the largest concerns doing commercial centralized

cataloging and processing indicates that most of the

deviations from standard practice do not represent int-

provements in quality, but show a desire to fit new
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materials into a large enisting catalog for which non-

standard procedures have been followed.

In some instances the deviations from the standard

policy seemed to be purely the result of habit or custom

in the requesting library and not to have any real utility

at all. One representative example is that of a library

which requested that subject headings on index cards be

typed in red at an additional cost of 70 per card, al-

though this practice has long been abandoned by most

libraries as unnecessary.

Unification of Order Procedures

Another major problem encountered by cataloging and

processing centers has been that of establishing a uni-

fied order procedure so that requests for new titles may

be satisfactorily batched for maximum economy while orders

go out promptly in order not to delay receipt of books by

the member libraries.

Back Ordering

Most cooperative or federated centers seem not to

have achieved the economy in back ordering of older titles

that is made possible in administratively centralized

systems by the circulation of lists for back order pur-

chasing or by the establishment of frequently recurring
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cycle periods for ordering titles in specific areas, or

both.

Time Dela s Occasioned b Order Procedures

Difficulties of this kind have been a contributory

factor in one of the major complaints against the central-

ized processing and technical services-m.delay in the

receipt of titles by the member libraries.

Other Factors Causing Delays

Other factors which are also problems in themselves

have contributed to these delays. These include trans-

portation difficulties and costs, complicated accounting

procedures, and either overestimation of the capacity of

the center or underestimation of the processing demands

which would be placed on it.

It would appear evident from the historical back-

ground given above that continuing standardization of

cataloging in conformity with a national norm is desir-

able for the Maryland libraries in order to achieve

maximum quality at the lowest possible unit cost, al-

most independent of the desirability of centralization

of the technical processes. Judging from the experi-

ence of other library systems and, for that matter, that

of the Maryland County libraries since their establishment,
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there would appear to be much to gain and little to lose

by the adoption of uniform cataloging policy on those

matters still left open after the adoption of a standard

for catalog copy.

PRESENT CATALOGING POLICIES

The amount of bibliographical information given for

each title cataloged varies from county to county with

two of the library systems leaning on the basic infor-

mation of author, title, edition, publisher and date of

publication. Except for the Montgomery County Library

which used the Los Angeles County List of Subject Head-

ings as its base, all libraries use the Library of Con-

gress List of Subject Headings as their authority. Cata-

loging policies as to main entry decisions vary only

slightly.

The Anne Arundel and Prince Georges Libraries use

the 17th edition of the Dewey Decimal Classification

schedules as authority in assigning class numbers, while

Baltimore and Montgomery use both the 16th and 17th

editions. However, the degree of truncation of the

Dewey numbers varies among the libraries. In checking

the classification numbers of the four libraries, it was

found that the lowest percentage of similarity between
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any of the two libraries was 62 percent, while the high-

est was 73 percent. These percentages would be even

higher if agreement were reached on a uniform policy of

classifying biography. There was also greater similarity

in classification of the newer titles.

BIOGRAPHY

All four systems use different schemes for assigning

class numbers to biography. Anne Arundel uses 921 with

the biographee's surname below the number; Baltimore uses

the letter "8" with the first initial of the biographee

below; Montgomery uses the letter "8" with a Cutter number

from the biographee; and Prince Georges uses the letter

"8" with the biographee's surname below. This is the only

area in classification where a uniform policy would affect

seriously the present collections of three of the library

systems if one of the above schemes was selected as the

standard.

CUTTER NUMBERS

Montgomery County is the only system that uses Cutter

numbers for all of its books. It can be argued that with

the projected increases in book stock of all the librariss
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the processing center should assign book numbers to all

the books processed to anticipate this growth. It should

be pointed out, on the other hand, that the Circulation

Department of the New York Public Library one of the

largest public library systems in the country--has found

no need for book numbers.

In the two areas that need finer organization than

simply the class number and the first letter of the author's

surname--biography and literary criticism--the Prince

Georges scheme appears simplest and most practical. By

using the full surname of the biographee below the biog-

raphy number, all like biographies are shelved together.

In literature, the author's surname appears below the

call number; for books about the author's work, the first

letter of the critic's surname appears in addition to the

class number and author's surname. Thus, works by an

author can be shelved first, and works about the author

immediately after.

Except for a few local variations, all of the librar-

ies seem to have followed the established general catalog-

ing and classification standards and have increased their

acceptance of the national standards over the years.
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BOOK PROCESSING

While processing methods in the four libraries differ

somewhat in detail, a standard processing method and stand-

ard location of each item, such as book pockets and library

identification, could be adopted without causing significant

difficulties.

AGREEMENT ON UNIFORM STANDARDS

It would be less difficult in the Maryland situation

than in most others to agree on uniform cataloging and

processing standards and policies. This is true for a

number of reasons. The rapidly growing Maryland libraries

have a progressive and flexible attitude toward the tech-

nicil services, as is indicated by their forward-looking

experimentation with book catalogs. Because of their

location and pattern of growth and development, none of

them have large central libraries with their consequent

vast bulk of existing catalog entries for many titles

under cataloging rules and policies which differ from

one of the systems to the other. All of the Maryland

libraries look forward to a continuing period of growth

and expansion of both population to be served and in

the use of the libraries by that population, and have



anticloated the necessity of continuing innovation to meet

these needs.

While it is undoubtedly true that the changeover to

an absolutely uniform standard will not be an easy one,

the Maryland libraries appear better able to cope both

physically and psychologically with the difficulties in-

volved than would be true in the vast majority of instances

of libraries adjacent to one another. The history of

mutual cooperation among the libraries in the past would

tend to bear out this conclusion.

PRESENT POOR SELECTION AND ORDER PROCEDURES

The county libraries at present vary considerably in

their book selection and order procedures. However, all

of them are costly and are not reflected in the cost

tabulation appearing in the Appendix. One of the systems

types the same bibliographical information as many as

three different times before the books are received in

the Cataloging Department. The use of punch card equip-

ment would eliminate all such typing. It would allow the

record to be in machine-readable form at the earliest

possible moment and allow for additional information to

be added--price, discount, classification number, library
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code number--as the book goes through each step of the

technical services operation.

Within the four systems, there is use of the Green-

away plan of acquiring books for selection in the adult

and young adult areas. One library acquires books from

forty publishers in this fashion, while another acquires

books from ten. One system orders all of its books for

review purposes from pre-publication announcements or

trade reviews. Additionally, use is made of the Enoch

Pratt Free Library's book selection facilities.

The libraries vary, likewise, in procedures for the

selection of books in the children's area. One system

receives about 1600 new titles from a commercial jobber

on an automatic basis. Another uses the facilities of

the Library of Congress, where all new children's books

are displayed.

It would appear that, provided each library retains

flexibility in acquiring special titles quickly and con-

trols its own selections, there is no reason why acqui-

sitions work could not satisfactorily be centralized.

This would not lower discount rates, but should offer

major savings in ordering costs. Indeed, there is no

reason why cooperative book selection procedures could

not operate effectively to cut down the present duplication
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of reading and reviewing of the same title among the four

systems.

BOOK EVALUATION CENTER

A cooperative book evaluation center located at the

processing center and financed by the cooperating libraries

would not only reduce greatly the present cost of acquir-

ing books for review purposes but would also assure early

receipt of one copy of new titles for inspection and

evaluation. It is recommended that the use of the Green-

away plan be expanded to include those publishers where

at least seventy-five percent of the titles would be

ordered by at least one of the participating libraries.

The bibliographical information for each title

would immediately be punched into machine readable form.

After selection of books to be approved for branch order-

ing was made, the machine readable record would be used

to produce ordering lists that libraries would check for

number of copies, purchase orders for additional copies

of the title to be ordered, record of encumbrance of funds,

a balance run to prove the jobber's invoice, labels for the

book pocket, book card and spine, and accession lists of

new titles.

While the additional copies of a title were on order,
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the approved copy would be available to the catalogers

at the center for cataloging and classification. By the

time these additional copies were received and the receipt

verified, pockets and spine labels would have been pre-

pared so the books could immediately be processed and

shipped to the ordering library. Catalog copy would be

available for entry into the next book catalog supplement.

While not essential to the success of the center but

essential to keeping unit costs at the lowest possible

level, agreement upon a suitable cycle ordering for back

titles including the cooperative production of basic

purchase lists should be considered. At the same time,

the center can only be successful if the participating

libraries are allowed to order individual titles when-

ever they are needed at any time.



Chapter V,

ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION

FEDERATED COOPERATIVE AND COMMERCIAL
TECHNICAL PROCESSING

It is of some interest to note that in current dis-

cussions of centralized technical processing, it is taken

for granted that this means processing for groups of

libraries not under a central administrative control.

Centralized processing is so taken for granted within

administratively centralized systems that its desir-

ability is no longer a matter for discussion.

GROWTH OF CENTERS

Beginning in 1956, with the publication of the public

library standards which urged the cooperation or confed-

eration of groups of libraries in order to achieve stand-

ards of service which they could not achieve alonev there

has been ever-increasing interest and practical accom-

plishment in the establishment of centralized processing

centers for such groups of libraries.

Examples are numerous, but some which might be mentioned
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include the Southwest Missouri processing center, the

North Carolina center serving a number of colleges, and

the very large number of federated and cooperative li-

brary systems in New York State. Maryland's Eastern

Shore Book Processing Center may serve as another ex-

ample.

Visits to these centers and the libraries they serve

have shown problems and delays in the making of policy

decisions. The tendency of a kind of least common de-

nominator to have the strongest influence on policy often

results in complex processing, in over-cataloging, and

in the setting of an inadequate and complicated basis

for determining the financial contributions to be made

by member libraries. A fear of member libraries of los-

ing their independence to the center is often a contri-

buting factor.

THE FOUR COUNTY SYSTEMS

Under appropriate rules, the libraries would express

their concern over problems by working cooperatively to

improve the policies of the central service. The four

existing systems are large enough so that they understand

the problems involved in centralized services. All appear

well managed and are highly concerned with meeting public
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service needs at the lowest possible unit cost. This

makes it far more likely that they will be able to agree

upon suitable financial and administrative procedures than

would be the case if they were smaller, less well managed,

and less consciously aware of the costs involved.

It would appear that the factors to be considered in

the Maryland case are primarily those posed by the fact

that the libraries involved are separate agencies con-

sidering a cooperative endeavor. This means that the

technical problem involved, which requires careful con-

sideration in this instance, is the standardization of

methods and procedures. The administrative problems,

therefore, would appear to be more difficult than the

technical ones.

ORGANIZATION

It is recommended that the center be established as

a separate corporate body, chartered by the State of

Maryland, with a board of trustees composed of repre-

sentatives of the participating libraries and of the

Division of Library Extension of the State. Rules for

composition of the board should be so determined as to

permit the addition of other libraries as participants,

as other libraries may wish to join, without making the
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board unwieldy in size. They should also be so drawn

that withdrawal from participation by any of the member

libraries would require reasonable notice--at least one

to two years.

From a point of view larger than that of the immedi-

ate problems of the four county libraries, it would be

most advantageous to establish the center in such a way

that it will offer real possibilities for even larger-

scale regional cooperation, economies, and service. This

reinforces the need that the Division of Library Exten-

sion of the Maryland State Department of Education par-

ticipate actively in the establishment and operation of

the center and should be represented on its board.

ADMINISTRATION

The administration of the center should be inde-

pendent of the administration of any one of the partici-

pating libraries. Its operation constitutes an important

set of administrative tasks which should not be second-

ary to the needs of any one of the member libraries, as

would inevitably be the case if this were added to the

complexities of administration of one of the existing

libraries. Its independent position would encourage

additional libraries to join, thus increasing the
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opportunity to achieve economies offered by the center.

Only an administratively separate position would be

attractive enough to secure the caliber of personnel

necessary to run such a complex enterprise and to secure

the respect and cooperation of all of its member libraries.

Since the major difficulties encountered by existing

processing centers serving libraries under separate ad-

ministrative authorities have been in the area of ad-

ministration, management and policy, it is most important

that the proposed center have an administrator of proven

ability and an administrative pattern which would minimize

those problems which have arisen elsewhere.



Chapter VI

FINANCING

Regional cooperation in public and other library

services is encouraged by recent federal legislation

in recognition of its great potentiality for raising

the quality of library services. It would seem appro-

priate that the center seek outside funding initially

for capital expenditures and for the beginning phases

of operations. This may be done most appropriately

through the assistance of the State Division of Library

Extension.

There should be establishment assistance from the

state for the initial period of the work of the joint

library center to encourage participation, to assure

that the initial establishment and operation is suf-

ficiently financed to insure attainment of a level of

operation high enough to provide good services, and to

lead the cooperating libraries to look to the solution

of appropriate problems through their center.

There have been attempts to found centers with in-

adequate initial financing, and in which the policies

for sustaining the operation have not been clearly
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enough defined beforehand.

Both the time and the expenditure required to start

a new agency which is to engage in pioneering work are

generally grossly underestimated. This is as likely to

prove true in this case as in others. In particular, it

is common to underestimate the preparation time as well

as the implementation study time required before a new

operating enterprise of this kind can achieve its normal

beginning level of service. It is important to avoid mis-

calculations of this kind which lead to disappointment in

the new center.

One of the major stumbling blocks in the operation

of centers in the past has been in the means of assuring

an equitable distribution of charges. It would be best,

rather than to stipulate a .charge per book processed or

per individual service rendered, to have annual agree-

ments on the distribution of budget responsibility among

the member libraries and the State, and to assign full

responsibility for ths use of these funds to the Board

and Director of the center.



Chapter VII

IMPLEMENTATION

The report has suggested certain areas that must

be studied in great detail and in which firm decisions

and standards must be established. The implementation

study should consider the following areas:

1) Legal basis between the Center and the

participating libraries and formal contract

document;

2) Composition of the governing body to

establish policies and to be financially re-

sponsible for the Center allowing for its

future growth to include other libraries;

3) Method of financing the Center both

initially and on a sustaining basis;

4) Analysis of equipment most suitable

f>61:7, for the Center and the desirability of pur-

chasing, renting or contracting for services;

5) Uniform bibliographical information

,/ to be included in the book catalogs and what

mAlla.. would be economically feasible to record for

possible future use;

6) Cataloging and classification code

most consistent with the general policies of

the four separate library systems;

7) Book preparation standards;

8) Cooperative book selection procedures;

9) Book catalogs and the most economical

and quickest way to produce them;
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10) Staff to administer and operate the
Center;

11) Other cooperative ventures economically
feasible as the result of computer and/or print-
ing equipment availability;

12) Design and checking of system;

13) Preparation of forms and procedures
manuals.

The consultant investigating the above areas will

need at least a year to prepare the final plan of ser-

vices of the operational center. He will need to visit

successful processing centers and study them in depth.

He will study the present technical services operations

and meet with committees of both technical services and

public services librarians to prepare standard operations

that will meet the needs of all the libraries. He must

investigate the capabilities of computers and peripheral

equipment and decide what will be most economical and

flexible for expansion.

Detailed planning and anticipation of problems that

might arise are the keys to a successful launching of a

new processing center along with a staff and budget

large enough to prevent delays. Professional and cleri-

cal personnel must be recruited and hired before the

center is operational. It is important that salaries

be competitive and that of the director be attractive
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enough to obtain an exceptionally able person with ad-

ministrative, business and consultative experience.

Once the primary goal of the center is reached--

the ordering, cataloging and processing of library

materials at the lowest possible unit cost and fastest

service for the four Maryland counties--consideration

should be given to services beyond technical processing.

Those areas must be outlined while the implementation

study is being made so the consultant can make deliber-

ate plans for eventual expansion where economies can be

made. Cooperative subject bibliographies, reading lists,

reviews and similar publications are the most obvious

areas of cooperation. The center might well consider

the production and/or dissemination of display materials,

posters and book exhibits. It could well serve as the

core of the library interbook service, print overdue

notices and be of assistance in arranging agreements for

the purchase of little used materials by one system to

avoid unnecessary duplication.

It would be hoped that once the center was operating

smoothly, it would offer its services to oLher libraries

in Maryland and nearby states.

Finally, it might well serve as a model processing

center for public libraries. Indeed, the formation of the
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center as a model, showing what can be done through

coopecative effort by really efficient centers of this

kind, may well be as important a contribution to con-

temporary librarianship and library users as will its

immediate value be to the libraries and the users of

the Anne Arundel County Public Library, the Baltimore

County Public Library, the Department of Public Librar-

ies, Montgomery County, and the Prince Georges County

Memorial Library.
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Appendix 1

GENERAL STATISTICS

Anne
Arundel Baltimore Montgomery

Prince
Georges Total

Population
1960 206,634 492,428 340,928 357,395 1,397,385

1970iest.) 299,760 615,190 530,000 623,700 2,068,650

2000 proj.) 707,000 1,100,600 850,000 1,192,000 3,849,600

Budget
165,730.89 457,362 751,209 400,043 1,774,344.89

1960
1966-67 552,985.00 2,061,035 1,695,632 1,750,191 6,059,843.00

Book Budget
52,296.26 97,533 189,500 77,586 416,915.26

1960
1966-67 195,000.00 579,124 385,000 296,176 1,455,300.00

Branches
1950 4 10 3 24

1960 4 10 12 10 36

1970 9 18 19 18 64

Bookmobiles
1966-67 2 3 2 5 12

1970 2 3 4 5 14

Circulation
1960 560,796
1965-66 771,280

1,145,009 2,421,325
2,773,591 3,495,612

670,085 4,797,215
1,646,577 8,687,060
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Personnel

Appendix 2

TECHNICAL SERVICES COST FIGURES
1965-1966

Anne
Arundel

Prince
Georges

Professional
Salaries 4,274.50 30,236.98 34,917.00 51,257.15

Employer cont.* 555.68 3,930.81 4,539,21 6,663.43

Total 4,830.18 34,167.79 39,456.21 57,920.58

Clerical
Salarios 319089.40 61,697.16 42,356.00 104,549.10

Employer Cont.* 4,041.62 8,020.63 5,506.28 13,591.38

Total 35,131.02 69,717.79 47,862.28 118,140.48

Total Personnel 39,961.20 103,885.58 87,318.49 L76,061.06

Non-Personnel

Supplies 6,406.63 12,457.32 11,458.00 10,457.91

Machine rental 2,221.50 930.06 4,175.00 1,572.48

Bibliog. tools 100.00 1,000.00 950.00 500.00

Overhead** 1,000.00 2,011.00 4,420.00 4,213,00

Total Non-Pers. 9,728.13 16,398.38 21,003.00 16,743.39

Book Catalog 50,000.00 47,000.00 23,117.00 56,682.00

Grand Total 99,689.33 167,283.96 131,438.49 249,486.45

Total

120,685.63
15,689.13
136,374.76

239,691.66
31,159.91
270,851.57

407,226.33

40,779.86
8,899.04
2,550.00
119644.00

63,872.90

176,799.00

647,898.23

* An arbitrary figure of 13 percent of salaries was used.

** Since only one library renti space, this was eliminated in
the computation.
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N.I.VII...awe

Appendix 3

TECHNICAL SERVICES PERSONNEL PROCESSING
STATISTICS, AND BOOK STOCK

1965-1966

Personnel

Professional
Clerical

Total

Space (sq. ft.)

Titles Cataloost
Adult
Juvenile

Total

Volumes Processed
Adult
Juvenile
Total

Titles Owed

Volumes Owed

Sept. 1966
Titles in book

catalog
Titles not in book

catalog

1.11.11111.411.141MOMM.IWINIIN

Anne
Arundel Baltimore Montgomery

Prince
Georges

.5 3.75 5 8

7.6 20.0 10 28

8.1 23.75 15* 36

1,356 2,000 4,420

4,091 7,358 6,840 8,989

812 887 635 912

4,903 8,245 7,475 9,901

66,756 59,603 40,763
27,366 43,408 21,937

31,643 94,122 103,011 62,700

65,730 78,316 68,525 100,328

279,781 371,985 625,258 378,367

1,367 73,316 44,275 77,212

64,363 5,000 24,250 23,692

Total
41101101NOPIIIIIIIMINIO

17.25
65.6

82.85

27,278
3,246

30,524

291,476

312,899

1,655,391

196,170

117,305

*This includes 3 clerical personnel employed exclusively in

production of the book catalogs.
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Armendix 4

COMPARISON OF
COMPATIBILITY OF CLASSIFICATION NUMBERS

Anne Arundel with Baltimore plontgomery Prince Georges

No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct.

Same 94 69 75 72.8 43 62.3

Longer 9 6.7 3 2.9 2 2.9

Shorter 7 5.2 12 11.7 11 15.9

Slight Difference 16 11.8 13 7.8 10 14.6

Major Class Difference 10 7.3 5 4.8 3 4.3

Total 136 100.0 103 100.0 69 100.0

Baltimore with WILITEELY. Prince Geor es
No. Pct. No. Pct.

Same 391 73.4 474 61.8

Longer 9 1.7 19 2.5
Shorter 61 11.4 107 14.0
Slight Diffsreftcs. 32 600 90 11.7
Major Class Difference 40 7.5 77 10.0

Total 533 1000C 767 100.0

Montgmax with Prince Georges
No. Pct.

Same 302 61.8
Longer 35 7.2
Shorter 52 10.6
Slight Difference 65 13.3
Major Class Difference 35 7.1

Total 489 100.0

,



651.7

530.11

197.2

310.5

629.13

FM

335

321.8

341.13

780.92
Gluck
796.
35792
Mays

YP

920

Sci

779

155.3

157.8

FS

294.508

818

595.4

677
Folio

Appendix S

EDDINGS, Claire N. Sef:retary's complete
model letter handbook. Prentice-Hall 1965
A K
EDDINGTON, Arthur S. Space, time and gravi-
tation. Harper 1959 illus
A K SP
EDGEWORTH, Maria. Castle Rackrent, The
absentee. Dent n.d.
A K SP
EDIE, James M., ed. Russian philosophy. 1st
ed. Quadrangle Bks 1965 3 v. Contents:
v.I Bk. 1 The beginnings of Russian Philosophy;
Bk. 2 The Slavophiles; Bk. 3 Westernizers.
v.I1 Bk. 1 Tne Nihilists; Bk. 2 The Populists;
Bk. 3 Critics of religion and culture. v.III
Bk. 1 Pre-Revolutionary philosophy and theology;
Bk. 2 Philosophers in exile; Bk. 3 Marxists and
Ccmmunists.
A
EDUCATION INDEX. Wilson 1965-
Library has: July 1964-
A
EDWARDS, Frank. Flying saucers-serious
business. Lyle Stuart 1966 illus
ABKLOR SP
EGAN, Lesley. Some avenger, rise: Harper
1966
ABKLOR SP
EGBERT, Donald D., ed. Socialism and
American life. Princeton Univ Pr 1952 2v.
A K SP
EHRMANN, Henry W., ed. Democracy in a
changing society. Praeger 1964
A
EICHELBERGER, Clark M. U.N.: the first
twenty years. Harper 1965
A K SC
EINSTEIN, Alfred. Giuck. Collier Bks 1962
A
EINSTEIN, Charles. Willie Mays: my life in and
out of baseball by Willie H. Mays.
ABK R
ELIOT, George. Adam Bede. Bk League
1931
A SP
ELIOT, George, pseud. The mill on the floss.
Dodd 1960 illus (Great illustrated classics)
ABKLORSCSP
ELIOT, George, pseud. Silas Marner. Dutton
1925
ABKLOR SP
ELLETSON, D. H. Maryannery: Mary Ann
Lincoln and Mary Anne Disraeli. London, John
Murray 1959 illus
A
ELLIOT, John, it. auth. Andromeda break-
through by Fred Hoyle.
ABKLORSCSP
ELLIOTT, George P. Dorothea Lang by New
York. Museum of Modern Art.
A
ELLIOTT, George P. In the world. Viking
1965
A L
ELLIOTT, Sumner L. Some doves and
pytoons. Harper 1966
A KL R SP
ELLIS, Havelock. Studies in the psychology of
sex. Random 1942 2v.
A K SP
ELLIS, Norman R., ed. Handbook of mental
deficiency. McGraw 1963
A K SP
ELWOOD, Roger, jt. ed. Strange signposts.
A K L SP
EMBREE, Ainslie T. The Hindu tradition.
Modern Lib 1966
A K SP
EMERSON, Ralph W. Emerson: a modern
anthology. Houghton Mifflin 1958
A K SP
EMERTON, James H. The common spiders of
the United States. Dover 1961 illus
ABKLORSCSP
EMERY, Irene. The primary structures of fab,
rics. Textile Museum 1966 illus
A

060
Quarto

203

333.3

332.6

629.437

574.5

355.45

150.03

150.03

016.423

Staff
016.423

636.1

155.4

YP
781.57

262.001

YP

080
Quarto
301.4

AUTHORS

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ASSOCIATIONS, 4th ed.
Gale Research Co., 1964, 1965 3v Contents-
v.I National organizations of the United States.-
v.I1 Geographic and executive index.-v.Ill
New Associations. v.III is in looseleaf form.
A K
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF RELIGION AND ETHICS.
Scribner n.d. 13v.
A
ENCYCLOPEDIC DICTIONARY OF REAL
ESTATE PRACTICE. Prentice 1962
A SC
ENGEL, Louis. How to buy stocks. Little
1962
ABKLORSCSP
ENGLE, Eloise. Sky rangers. Day 1965
illus
A KL R SC SP
ENGLE, Fritz-Martin. Life around us. Crowell
1965 illus
A K SP
ENGLEI3ARDT, Stanley L. Strategic defenses.
Crowell 1966
A
ENGLISH, Ava C., it. auth. A comprehensive
dictionary of psychological and psychoanalytical
terms by Horace B. English.
A K SP
ENGLISH, Horace B. A comprehensive diction-
ary of psychological and psychoanalytical
terms. McKay 1958
A K SP
ENGLISH LANGUAGE DICTIONARIES IN PRINT:
a comparative analysis. Bowker 1965
ABKLORSCSP
ENGLISH LANGUAGE DICTIONARIES IN
PRINT: a compareive analysis. Bowker 1965

ENSMINGER, M. E. Horses and horsemanship.
Interstate Printers& Pub 1963 illus
ABKLOR SP
ERIKSON, Erik H. Childhood and society.
Norton 1963
A K SP
ERLICH, Lillian. What jazz is all about.
Messner 1962 illus
ABKLORSCSP
ERLICH, Rudolf J. Rome, opponent or partner?
Westminster 1965
A
ERNST, John, ed. Favorite sleuths. Double-
day 1965 illus
ABKLORSCSP
ESSAY AND GENERAL LITERATURE INDEX.
Wilson 1959- . Library has: 1955-
A K
ETZIONI, Amitai. A comparative analysis of
complex organizations: on power, involvement,
and their correlates. Free Pr 1961
A K SP

921 EVANS, Oliver. The ballad of Carson Mc-
Mc- Cullers. Coward-McCann 1965
Cullers A K
150.195 EVANS, Richard I. Dialogue with Erich Fromm.

Harper 1966
A

331.15 EVANS, Robert. Public policy toward labor.
Harper 1965
A K R

917.61 EVANS, Walker, it. author. Let us now praise
famous men by James Agee.
A K SC SP

YP EVARTS, Hal G. The talking mountain.
Scribner 1966
A K SP

Md. EVERSTINE, Carl. Administration of small
347.65 estates. Maryland Legislative Council. Research

Division.
A

Md. EVERSTINE, Carl. Local government: a com-
352 parative study. Maryland Legislative Council.

Research Division.
A

Md. EVERSTINE, Carl N. Supplementary report on
328 local legislation. Maryland Legislative Council.

Research Division.
A

Adult Book and Recording Catalm,
August-September 1966 Supplement,
Anne Arundel County Public Library-
Portion of page 11.
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EBAN, ABBA SOLOMON

EBAN, ABBA SOLOMON
Tide of nationalism. 1959.

66010378
Voice of Israel. 1957.
66010379

EBERHART, MIGNON
Another man's murder. 19570
66013509

Deadly is the diamond, and three other
novelettes of murder. 1958.
6601351C

956E

956.94 E

EBERHART, RICHARD
Selected poems, 1930-1965. 1965.
66013511 811 E

EBY, CECIL D.
Siege of the Alcazar. 1965.
66010380 946.08 E

ECA DE QUEIROZ, JOSE MARIA DE
Maias. 1965.

66010381
Relic. 1953.
66013512

ECKARDT, ARTHUR ROY
Surge of piety in America. 1958.

66010382 277.3 E
ECKERT, ALLAN W.

Silent sky. 1965.
66010383 598.65 E

ECKHART, MEISTER
Meister Eckhart. 1941.
66010384 230 E

EDMONDS, WALTER DUMAUX
Mister Benedict's lion. 1950.

66013513
EDWARDS, CHRISTINE

Stanislavsky heritage, its contribution to thil
Russian and American theatre. 1965.
66010385 792.09 E

EDWARDS, TUDOR
Worlds apart. 1958.
66010386 271 E

EDWARDS, VERGME
Tired adult's guide to backyard fun with kids.
1965.
66012348 796.1 E

EFRON, ALEXANDER
Heat. 1957.
66012349 536 E

Light. 1958.
66012350 535 E

Mechanics. 1958.
66012351 531 E

Sound. 1957.
66012352 534 E

EFRON, BENJAMIN
Currents and trends in contemporary Jewish
thought. 1965.
66013514 29E,08 E

EGGLER, ALBERT
Everest-Lhotse adventure. 1957.
66010387 915.42 E

EHRENPREIS, IRVIN
American poetry. 1965. (Stratford upon Avon
studies)
66011543 811.09 E

EICHOL2, ROBERT E.
Modern general mathematics. 1965.
66010388 511 E

EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY PLAYS, WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY
R QUINTANA

1952.
66011544 822.08 E

EILERS9 ROBERT D.
Group insurance handbook. 1965.
66010389 368.36 E

AUTHOR CATALOG

ELECTRONICS (PERIODICAL)
Buyers' guide.
Consult Librarian

66012354
ELIOT, ALEXANDER
Sight and insight. 1959.

66010392 701 E

ELIOT, ELLSWORTH
West Point in the Confederacy. 1941.
66010393 973.7 E

ELIOT, GEORGE, PSEUD.
Felix Holt, radical. 1901.
66013515

ELIOT, THOMAS HOPKINSON
Governing America. 2d ed. 1964.
66011546 342.73 E 1964

ELKIN, STANLEY
Criers and kibitzers, kibitzers and criers.
1965.

66012355
ELLACOTT, SAMUEL ERNEST

Conscripts on the march. 1965.
66011547 355.A E

Spearman to minuteman. 1965.
66011548 355.1 E

ELLIOTT, BRUCE
Professional magic made easy, 1959.

66010394 793
ELLIOTT, GEORGE PAUL

In the world. 1965.
66010395

ELLIS, HAVELOCK
Dance of life. 1923.
66010396 110 E

ELLIS, WILLIAM DONOHUE
Bounty lands. 1952.

66013516
ELLIS-FERMOR, UNA MARY

Frontiers of drama. 2d ed. 1964.
66013810 809.2 E

ELLISON, JAMES WHITFIELD
Freest man on earth. 1958.

66010397
ELLSBERG, EDWARD

S-54.
66013517

ELLUL, JACQUES
Propaganda. 1965.
66010398 301.15 E

ELMQUIST, RUTH M.
Fifty years of Christmas. 1951.
66013518

ELUnKA, STEPHEN MICHAEL
Plant operators' manual. Rev. ed. 1965.
66011549 621.9 E 1965

ELSNER, GISELA
Giant dwarfs. 1965.
66010399

ELST, JOSEPH JULIAN M. IGNACE VAN DER
Last flowering of the Middle Ages. 1944.

66013090 759.949 E
ELTON, GODFREY ELTON

Simon Peter. 1965.
66012356 226 E

EMERSON, RUPERT
From empire to nation. 1960.
66011550 320.158 E

ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA
Consult Librarian
66012357 Ref. 030 E

ENCYCLOPEDIC DICTIONARY OF BUSINESS LAW
1961.
66011552 Ref. 347.7 E

ENGEL, LYLE KENYON
Fred Astaire dance book. 1962.

66010401 793.3 E

Ref. 621.381 E

Adult Cataloo_Supplement, January - May, 1966
Baltimore County Public Library, Portion of
page 18.



325.3 EASTON, STEWART COPINGER. RISE AND PALL OF WESTERN
EI3R COLONIALISM. A HISTORICAL SURVEY PROM THE

EARLY NINETEENTH CENTURY TO THE PRESENT.
PRAEGER. 1964.ABCH0GTW WO

EASTWOOD. JAMES. CHINESE VISITOR. COWARD, 1965.
A B BK CH D LF RH RV S T W WO

975 EATON. CLEMENT. HISTORY OF THE OLD SOUTH. MACMILLAN.

E14H 1949.
A C CH LF WO

R335 EBENSTEIN. WILLIAM. TODAYtS ISMS COMMUNISM.
E1ST4 FASCISM, CAPITALISM, SOCIALISM. 4TH ED.

PRENTICE, 1964.
CH 0 S

ALSO CIRCULATING
A B CH D G LF RH S T W WO

946.43 EBY. CECIL D. SIEGE OF THE ALCAZAR, RANDOM, 1965.

E I 6S S W
ECA DE OUEIROZ. JOSE MARIA DE. MAIAS. TR. BY

PATRICIA MCGOWEN PINHEIRO AND ANN STEVENS.
ST MARTINS. 1965.

CH GP RV S T W
712 ECKBOo GARRETT. URBAN LANDSCAPE DESIGN. MCGRAW, 1964

EI9U eccosw
EDDY, ROGER. BEST BY FAR. DOUBLEDAY. 1966.

A B BK CH D G LF N RH RV S T W WO
808.3 EDEL. LEON JOSEPH. MODERN PSYCHOLOGICAL NOVEL.
821M GROSSET. 1964.

EARLIER EDITION PUB. UNDER TITLE,
PSYCHOLOGICAL NOVEL. 1900-1950.

CH D W
808.3 EDEL0 LEON JOSEPH. PSYCHOLOGICAL NOVEL, 1900-1960.
E21P LIPPINCOTT. 1955o

B CSW
EDELMAN. MAURICE. DAVID. THE STORY OF BEN-.GURION.

B4557E PUTNAM. 1965.
B CH D Lr N SH S W

aosoas EDGERTON+ ALICE CRAIG. SPEECH FOR EVERY OCCASION,
E23S2 NEW SPEECHESe NOBLE0 1949.

A B C CH D LF W
913.32 EDWARDS+ IORWERTH EIDDON STEPHEN. PYRAMIDS OF
E26P EGYPT. REV, ED. PENGUIN. 1961.

CH 0
Eowm. EDo JT. AUTH. ADAM CLAYTON POWELL AND THE

P882H POLITICS OF RACE, BY N. HICKEY AND E. EDWIN.
FLEET. 1965.

B BK.CH Lr s W
EHLE. JOHN. LION ON THE HEARTH. HARPER. 1961.

B CDGRHTW
EHRENBURGo ILIA GRIGOREVICH. WAR 1941-1945o TR. BY

E32EW TATIANA SHEBUNINA IN COLLABORATION WITH
YVONNE KAPP. WORLD. 1964.

B C H D L F S T W
94005344 EHRLICHo BLAKE. RESISTANCE FRANCE 1940-'1945.
E33R L/TTLE. 1965.ABCHDSTW WO
914.3 EICHo HERMANN. UNLOVED GERMANSo TR. FROM THE GERMAN
E34U MICHAEL GLENNY. STEIN. 1965.

LF S W
341.13 EICHELBERGERs CLARK M. UN9 THE FIRST TWENTY YEARS.

E34U3 HARPER, 1965.
REVISION OF HIS UN. THE FIRST TEN YEARS. AND
UN. THE FIRST FIFTEEN YEARS.

A B CH D F G GP LF N RH RV SH S T W WO
338.108 EICHER. CARL. ED. AGRICULTURE IN ECONOMIC
E34A DEVELOPMENT, ED. BY C. EICHER AND L. WITT.

MCGRAW. 1964.

Author Catalollgaplement, January . May 1966

Montgomery County, Maryland, Department of

Public Libraries, Portion of page 64.
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770.3
ELSEVIF.R'S DICTIONARY OF PHOTOGRAPHY
IN THREE LANGUAGES: ENGUSH, FRENCH
AND GERMAN. Elsevier 1965

ELSEVIER'S DICTIONARY OF ROLLING MILL
671.303 TERMINOLOGY IN FOUR LANGUAGES: ENG-

LISH/AMERICAN, FRENCH, SPANISH AND
GERMAN; compiled and arranged on an English
alphabetical base by Georg F. Herscu. Elsevier
1965

ELSEVIER'S DICTIONARY OF THE GAS IN-
665.703 DUSTRY IN SEVEN LANGUAGES: FRENCH,

ENGLISH/AMERICAN, SPANISH, ITALIAN,
PORTUGUESE, DUTCH, GERMAN. Author
1961 Il

621.303

025.171

389.103

ELSEVIER'S ELECTROTECHNICAL DICTION-
ARY IN SIX LANGUAGES: ENGLISH/AMERI-
CAN, FRENCH, SPANISH, ITALIAN, DUTCH
AND GERMAN. Elsevier 1965

ELSEVIER'S LEXICON OF ARCHIVE TERMIN-
OLOGY: FRENCH, ENGLISH, GERMAN,
SPANISH, ITALIAN, DUTCH. Elsevier 1964

ELSEVIER'S LEXICON OF INTERNATIONAL
AND NATIONAL UNITS: ENGLISH/AMERICAN,
GERMAN, SPANISH, FRENCH, ITALIAN,
JAPANESE , DUTCH , PORTUGUESE , POLISH ,
SWEDISH, RUSSIAN. Elsevier 1964 b

ELSEVIER'S LEXICON OF PARASITES AND
0896 DISEASES IN LIVESTOCK: LATIN, ENGLISH,

FRENCH, ITALIAN, SPANISH,'AND GERMAN.
Elsevier 1964

610.3
ELSEVIER'S MEDICAL DICTIONARY IN FIVE
LANGUAGES: ENGLISH/AMERICAN, FRENCH,
ITALIAN, SPANISH, AND GERMAN. Elsevier
1964

ELSEVIER'S TELECOMMUNICATION DIC-
621.3803 TIONARY IN SIX LANGUAGES: ENGLISH/

AMERICAN, FRENCH, SPANISH, ITALIAN,
GERMAN, AND DUTCH. Elsevier Pub. Co
1960 b

R ELWELL, Newton W. Architecture, furniture
749.21 and interiors of Maryland and Virginia during the
Md. eighteenth century. Polley & Co 1897 Notes:

Incomplete set of plates laid in a case.
R

321.61

814.3

814.3
Emerson

Md.

ELYOT, Sir Thomas, 1490-1546. Book named
The Governor. Dutton c1962 b

EMERSON, Ralph W. Basic selections from
Emerson. Mentor Bks c1954

F H M R S

EMERSON, Ralph W., 1803-1882. Conduct
of life. Dolphin Bks n.d.

EMORY, Frederic. Maryland manor. Stokes
c1901

AUTIIORS

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF MODERN ARCHITECTURE,
724.9 ed. by Wolfgang Pehnt. Abrams c1964 b II

plans ports

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF SOCIAL WORK, 1965-
360 National Assoc of Social Workers c1965 b

tribles Supersedes Social work year book
R T

3B2.0951 ENDACOTT, George B. Eastern entrepot.
London, HMSO c1964 i tables maps

ENDORE, S. Guy, 1901- . Heart and
the mind. London, Allen 1962

BK T

501 ENGELS, Friedrich, 1820-1895. Dialectics
of nature. International Pub c1940 b

335.4 ENGELS, Friedrich, 1820-1895. Karl Marx
and Frederick Engels: letters to Americans,
1848-1895 by Karl Marx, 1818-1883,

ENGLE, Thelbum L. Psychology. Harcourt
150 c1964 b il (pt. col.)

942.08

792.028

301.431

372.65

325.7471

Md.

ENSOR, Robert C., 1877- . England,
1870-1914. Oxford Univ Pr 1936 b maps

ENTERS, Angna, 1907-
Wesleyan Univ Pr c1965 ii

HH

ERIKSON, Erik H., 1902-
Basic Bks c1963 b

B BK HH L

On mime.

, ed. Youth.

R S T

ERIKSSON, Marguerite. Foreign languages in
the elementary school. Prentice c1964 b iI

ERNST, Robert, 1915- . Immigrant life
in New York City, 1825-1863. Friedman
1965,c1949 b

ERTZ, Susah. No hearts to break. Appleton
c1937

E9PEY, John J., 1913- Observer.
Harcourt c1965

B BK C F G HH L R S

642.41 ESQUIRE. Esquire party book. Author c1965
color il

BK F HH R S T

149.94 ETC., A REVIEW OF GENERAL SEMANTICS.
Language, meaning and maturity. Harper c1960

ETHRIDGE, James M., ed. Contemporary
928 authors, volumes 13-14.

AB CDFGHHHLMMRRS

B17.52
Ethridge

ETHRIDGE, Willie S. You can't hardly get
there from here. Vanguard Pr c1965 II
A B BK HH L

914 EUROPE. Geneva, Nagel c1956 maps plans

Book Catalog, April 1966 Supplement
Prince Georges County Memorial Library
Portion of page 17.
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